Is the risk of cancer higher for firefighters? People working in this field often are exposed to fires that release toxic byproducts when they burn. Many of these byproducts can cause cancer. Studies show a pattern in which firefighters are more likely to get or pass away from cancer than people with other careers. Some of these higher-risk cancers include melanoma, leukemia, prostate, testes, colon, bladder, rectum, and thyroid.

Some types of cancer are related to certain miRNA gene expressions. The purpose of this study was to determine if the toxic byproducts from live fires can change the miRNA of firefighters.

Jefferey Burgess is the associate dean for research and a professor at the University of Arizona. He and other researchers conducted a study to determine how the miRNA of firefighters is affected by their work environment. They believed that there would be noticeable changes in the miRNA based on time spent at a live fire. It was also predicted that structure fires (such as burning buildings) would be more damaging to health than vehicle or other fire types. This damage is caused by higher levels of toxic breathable particles in structure fires.

During testing, researchers recorded the amount of time firefighters spent working at a live fire as well as the type of fire (structure, vehicle, or other). It was discovered that firefighters do have significant changes to their miRNA after working with live fires.

It is important to understand that workplace environments can impact your health, and to realize that people working in careers like firefighting are risking their own health to protect others.

Link to full article: https://doi.org/10.1038/s41370-021-00306-8
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